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Wegerer became internationally known for his graphic paper sculptures, space

installations, and interdisciplinary exhibition projects. The publication

represents a cross-section through his artistic oeuvre – starting with the latest

graphics work and exhibitions it explores the creative processes and artistic

concepts of the work, both topically and diagrammatically.

Pictures of completed work and image spreads specifically designed for the

publication are juxtaposed with essays and text contributions from authors from

the worlds of art, philosophy and music. Two invited artists, Judith

Unterpertinger and Barbara Höller, even designed visual interventions as a reply

to the artist’s design position.

� Insights into the interdisciplinary artistic work of Michael Wegerer

� With impressive picture and text contributions by international authors from

the worlds or art, philosophy, music, and others Peter Westwood, Lisz Hirn,

Jo Stockham

Michael Wegerer. Studied an the Univ. of Applied Arts Vienna and at the Royal

College of Art in London. Lives and works in Vienna.
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